Transitions from Functionalization to Fragmentation Reactions of Laboratory Secondary Organic Aerosol (SOA) Generated from the OH Oxidation of Alkane Precursors
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ABSTRACT: Functionalization (oxygen addition) and fragmentation (carbon loss) reactions governing secondary organic aerosol (SOA) formation from the OH oxidation of alkane precursors were studied in a flow reactor in the absence of NOx. SOA precursors were n-decane (n-C10), n-pentadecane (n-C15), n-heptadecane (n-C17), tricyclo[5.2.1.02,6]decane (JP-10), and vapors of diesel fuel and Southern Louisiana crude oil. Aerosol mass spectra were measured with a high-resolution time-of-flight aerosol mass spectrometer, from which normalized SOA yields, hydrogen-to-carbon (H/C) and oxygen-to-carbon (O/C) ratios, and CxHy+, CxHyO+, and CxHyO2+ ion abundances were extracted as a function of OH exposure. Normalized SOA yield curves exhibited an increase followed by a decrease as a function of OH exposure, with maximum yields at O/C ratios ranging from 0.29 to 0.74. The decrease in SOA yield correlates with an increase in oxygen content and decrease in carbon content, consistent with transitions from functionalization to fragmentation. For a subset of alkane precursors (n-C10, n-C15, and JP-10), maximum SOA yields were estimated to be 0.39, 0.69, and 1.1. In addition, maximum SOA yields correspond with a maximum in the CxHyO+ relative abundance. Measured correlations between OH exposure, O/C ratio, and H/C ratio may enable identification of alkane precursor contributions to ambient SOA.

1. INTRODUCTION

Alkanes make up a large fraction of anthropogenic emissions, at times as much as 90%.1–4 In the atmosphere, alkanes may react with hydroxyl (OH) radicals to form lower-volatility oxidation products that contribute to secondary organic aerosol (SOA). Laboratory studies have identified linear, branched, and cyclic alkanes with carbon numbers ranging from C7 to C25 as possible SOA precursors.5–8

The SOA production by oxidation of intermediate volatility and semivolatile alkanes has not been studied extensively compared to other biogenic and anthropogenic precursors.5–11 As a result, intermediate volatility and semivolatile alkanes are typically not included in emissions inventories and chemistry models. However, recent measurements by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) have provided compelling evidence of SOA produced from the atmospheric oxidation of intermediate volatility organic compounds (IVOCs).12 The NOAA P-3 plane sampled a high-concentration organic aerosol (OA) plume downwind of the offshore Deepwater Horizon (DWH) site during the British Petroleum Gulf oil spill. Gas-phase monitoring instruments in these studies were sensitive to VOCs but not to IVOCs. The spatial distribution of SOA measured downwind of DWH suggested that it was formed from unmeasured IVOC precursors, which were thought to be predominately alkanes.13 This event represents a unique opportunity to compare ambient and laboratory measurements of SOA generated from alkane precursors.

The present work uses Aerodyne high-resolution time-of-flight aerosol mass spectrometer (HR-ToF-AMS) measurements to examine the chemistry of SOA generated from alkanes...
over a wide range of OH exposures. SOA was produced from the oxidation of n-decane (n-C_{10}), n-pentadecane (n-C_{15}), n-heptadecane (n-C_{17}), tricyclo[5.2.1.0^{2,6}]decane (JP-10), and from vapors of ultra-low-sulfur diesel fuel and Southern Louisiana (SL) crude oil (used as a proxy for oil spilled in the Gulf). One important aspect of this study is the generation of SOA in the absence of NO_x, which can influence the distribution of oxidation products. Another aspect is the use of a flow reactor that can generate OH exposures of up to 2 × 10^{12} molecules cm^{-3} s^{-1}, which is approximately ten times higher than exposures attainable using environmental chambers. These higher OH exposures facilitate the characterization of SOA yields and chemical composition over multiple days of equivalent atmospheric oxidation.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

2.1. SOA Production. SOA particles were generated in a Potential Aerosol Mass (PAM) flow reactor by homogeneous nucleation following OH oxidation of gas-phase precursors. The average gas-phase species residence time in the PAM reactor was approximately 100 s. This time scale is long relative to gas-phase oxidation and gas-to-particle transport, but may limit the extent of slower heterogeneous long relative to gas-phase oxidation and gas-to-particle transport, but may limit the extent of slower heterogeneous oxidation, oligomerization, and condensed-phase equilibration processes in the reactor.

A carrier gas of 8.5 Lpm N_2 and 0.5 Lpm O_2 was used. A variety of methods were used to introduce gas-phase species into the flow reactor. Decane was prepared in a compressed gas cylinder and introduced at controlled rates using a mass-flow controller. Liquid JP-10 and n-C_{15} were evaporated from glass bubblers at controlled rates using a small carrier gas of ultrapure nitrogen zero air. The n-C_{15} bubbler was heated to 45 °C. Other precursors, including n-C_{17}, SL crude oil (Onta Inc.), and ultra-low-sulfur diesel fuel (Shell), were introduced into the carrier gas flow using permeation tubes placed in a temperature-controlled oven (T = 30–65 °C) as described by McKinley. A gas chromatograph equipped with a flame ionization detector (GC-FID) was used to characterize the diesel fuel and SL crude oil. These two liquids are composed primarily of C_7 to C_{21} n-alkanes together with an unresolved complex mixture of organics that have been identified as predominately branched/cyclic alkanes. The GC-FID method and example chromatograms and volatility distributions of diesel fuel and SL crude oil derived from the chromatograms are discussed in Supporting Information.

2.2. OH Radical Generation. OH radicals were produced via the reaction O_3 + hν → O_2 + O^{(1D)} followed by the reaction O^{(1D)} + H_2O → 2OH, which is the primary source of atmospheric OH. O_3 was generated by irradiating O_2 with a mercury lamp (λ = 185 nm) outside the PAM reactor. The O^{(1D)} atoms were produced by UV photolysis of O_3 inside the PAM reactor using four mercury lamps (BHK Inc.), with peak emission intensity at λ = 254 nm. This wavelength enables efficient O_3 photolysis, but may influence yields of species such as organic peroxides that are not affected by atmospheric photolysis at λ > 300 nm. These lamps were mounted in Teflon-coated quartz cylindrical sleeves and were continually purged with N_2. Water vapor was introduced using a heated Nafion membrane humidifier (Perma Pure LLC). The humidifier temperature was set to provide a controlled relative humidity in the range of 30–40%.

The OH exposure, which is the product of the OH concentration and the average residence time in the PAM reactor, was obtained indirectly by measuring the decay of SO_2 due to reaction with OH. The OH concentration was varied by changing the UV light intensity through stepping the lamp voltages between 0 and 110 V. SO_2 calibration measurements were conducted as a function of UV lamp intensity and O_3 concentration, and in the presence and absence of alkane precursors to correct for reductions in OH levels following addition of precursors to the flow reactor. This correction ranged from 10% at the highest OH exposure to 50% at the lowest OH exposure. After correction, OH exposures ranged from 8 × 10^{10} to 2 × 10^{12} molecules cm^{-3} s^{-1}. In the absence of NO_x, organic peroxy (RO_2) radicals formed from initial OH oxidation of alkane precursors react with other RO_2 or hydroperoxy (HO_2) radicals. The reduction in OH exposure following precursor addition indicates that RO_2 → RO_2 self-reactions may be competitive with RO_2 + HO_2 reactions, particularly at high precursor concentrations and low OH exposures.

Exposures in this range are equivalent to 0.6–15 days of atmospheric oxidation assuming an average atmospheric OH concentration of 1.5 × 10^6 molecules cm^{-3}. Although OH concentrations in these experiments (approximately 8 × 10^6 to 2 × 10^{10} molecules cm^{-3}) are higher than ambient OH concentrations, the integrated OH exposures are similar. Previous work suggests that, to first order, extrapolation of flow tube reactor conditions (high [OH], short exposure times) to atmospheric conditions (low [OH], long exposure times) is reasonable.

2.3. Particle Monitoring and Analysis. Particle size distributions were measured with a scanning mobility particle sizer (SMPS, TSI 3080) operated at a 5:1 sheath-to-aerosol flow ratio. Prior to each experiment, the PAM reactor was conditioned with OH radicals until a particle background less than 10 particles cm^{-3} was attained.

2.3.1. SOA Yields. For a subset of precursors (n-C_{110}, n-C_{15}, and JP-10), it was possible to obtain an approximate measure of the absolute SOA yield using the vapor pressure of the precursor. SOA yields were corrected for size-dependent wall losses based on particle transmission measurements of bis(2-ethylhexyl) sebacate. These corrections were approximately a factor of 2 in magnitude. Corrections applied to measured smog chamber SOA yields result in overall uncertainties ranging from 10% to 100%.

2.3.2. SOA Mass Spectra. Aerosol mass spectra were measured with a Aerodyne HR-ToF-AMS that was operated in V-mode and analyzed using ToF-AMS analysis software (Squirrel and Pika), which yielded high-resolution (HR) mass spectra, elemental ratios, and abundances of the C_2H_4, C_3H_6O, and C_4H_8O_2 HR ion groups containing zero, one, and two or more oxygen atoms per ion, respectively. Organic O^+, OH^+, H_2O^+, and CO^+ ions were included in the C_4H_8O_2 group because these species were calculated from the organic CO_2 ion using the recommendations of Aiken et al. The combined C_2H_4, C_3H_6O, and C_4H_8O_2 signals account for >99% of the total organic signal measured by the AMS.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Representative Mass Spectra of SOA Generated from Alkanes. Figure 1a and b show mass spectra of SOA generated from the oxidation of n-C_{17} at OH exposures of 8 × 10^{10} and 2 × 10^{12} molecules cm^{-3} s^{-1}, respectively. These spectra illustrate the least- and most-oxidized SOA generated in this work, with corresponding O/C ratios equal to 0.13 and 1.33.
Figure 1. Mass spectra of laboratory SOA generated from n-C_{17} at OH exposures of (a) 8 × 10^{-3} and (b) 2 × 10^{-2} molecules cm^{-3} s. Colors are based on classification in C_{4}H_{x}^{+}, C_{3}H_{y}O_{z}^{+}, and C_{2}H_{y}O_{z}^{+} organic ion groups.

respectively. Mass spectral colors are based on classification in the C_{4}H_{x}^{+}, C_{3}H_{y}O_{z}^{+}, and C_{2}H_{y}O_{z}^{+} ion groups. These mass spectra span the range of oxidation levels observed in ambient OA ranging from hydrocarbon-like organic aerosol (HOA) to oxygenated organic aerosol (OOA). The mass spectrum shown in Figure 1a has a regularly spaced pattern of alkyl fragments characteristic of unoxidized alkanes (NIST Chemistry Webbook), with additional contributions from oxygenated ions. This spectrum is similar to a reference ambient HOA unit mass resolution (UMR) spectrum with the m/z = 39 (C_{4}H_{15}^{+}) signal removed (r^2 = 0.84), as it is present in our spectrum but not in the reference spectrum because of potential interference with potassium (K^+) ions in UMR. Figure 1b shows that the highly oxidized SOA generated from n-C_{17} is dominated by m/z = 44 (CO_2), which is a mass spectral fragment of organic acids measured in the AMS. This spectrum is well correlated with a reference ambient OOA spectrum (r^2 = 0.83).

The generation of laboratory SOA that resembles ambient HOA is noteworthy because HOA is often associated with primary organic aerosol (POA). Recent studies have demonstrated both the high volatility of POA and the SOA formation potential of IVOC and SVOC alkane precursors present in primary emissions. Our results suggest that ambient POA, after evaporation into the gas phase and oxidation by OH, may form ambient SOA resembling HOA. The similarity between the observed laboratory SOA and ambient HOA may also indicate that the HOA factor determined from ambient data sets is a convolution of POA and lightly oxidized SOA.

3.2. OH Exposure and O/C Ratio As Measures of oxidative Aging. To relate laboratory measurements presented in this paper to ambient measurements, oxidant exposure and the resulting O/C ratio of the SOA can both be used as measures of atmospheric oxidative aging. The validity of this correlation is demonstrated in Figure 2, which shows the O/C ratio of laboratory SOA generated from alkane precursors as a function of OH exposure. For each type of SOA, r^2 ≥ 0.95, suggesting that the two parameters are approximately linearly related.

A primary advantage of SOA O/C is that it is currently measured in both the laboratory and field, whereas OH exposure is typically estimated. Another advantage of using the O/C ratio in place of the oxidant exposure is that other parameters that can influence the oxidation level of the SOA, such as the SOA mass loading, are incorporated into the O/C ratio. Figure 2 shows measurements from two separate experiments in which different concentrations of n-C_{15} were used to produce SOA. At a specific OH exposure, the O/C ratio is higher at lower SOA concentrations, where concentrations range from 1 to 16 μg m^{-3} in one experiment and 2 to 100 μg m^{-3} in the other. This result is consistent with the expected behavior for equilibrium partitioning of semivolatile organic compounds into the condensed phase.

To compare the relationship between O/C ratio and OH exposure for laboratory SOA produced from alkanes and ambient OA influenced by anthropogenic precursors, Figure 2 shows measurements for OA sampled downwind of the Gulf oil spill and the Mexico City metropolitan area during the MILAGRO campaign. Calculation of ambient OH exposures from these studies is presented in Supporting Information, including assumptions made regarding average daytime and 24-h OH concentrations. Figure 2 shows that OH exposures required to produce SOA with O/C ≈ 0.3 from evaporated IVOCs in the Gulf and from SL crude oil vapors in the laboratory agree within a factor of 2. Corresponding aerosol concentrations ranged from 2 to 12 μg m^{-3} for OA produced in the Gulf and from 0.8 to 15 μg m^{-3} for laboratory SOA produced from SL crude oil. On the other hand, OA produced downwind of Mexico City had a higher O/C ratio than SOA formed in the Gulf and in the laboratory at comparable OH exposures. Dzepina et al. modeled the O/C ratio of SOA formed downwind of Mexico City and found that inclusion of IVOC precursors reproduced observed SOA concentrations better, but measured and modeled O/C ratios were in better agreement by assuming SOA was produced from the oxidation of traditional VOC precursors such as aromatics, alkenes, and C_{12} alkanes (O/C ≈ 0.5−0.6) rather than IVOC precursors (O/C ≈ 0.2−0.4). This discrepancy in O/C ratio is comparable to that observed in the laboratory and field studies shown in Figure 2. Thus, precursor identity, volatility, and other potential factors (e.g., VOC/NOx ratio) may influence the O/C ratio of SOA at a specific OH exposure.
3.3. Functionalization and Fragmentation Regimes Observed in Alkane SOA Yields. Figure 3 shows the normalized yields of SOA generated from \( n-C_{10} \), \( n-C_{15} \), \( n-C_{17} \), SL crude oil, diesel fuel, and JP-10 as a function of O/C ratio. For each of the precursors, yields were normalized to the maximum SOA yield. The O/C ratio at maximum yield is indicated by an arrow marker. Representative error bars indicate ±1σ uncertainty in measurements.

In addition to precursor structure and oxidation level, precursor concentration is another parameter that can affect SOA yields as a result of changing kinetics and/or phase partitioning.\textsuperscript{38,39} For one of the precursors (\( n-C_{15} \)), experiments were conducted where the initial precursor concentration was increased from approximately 73 to 146 \( \mu g \) m\(^{-3}\). Although the corresponding SOA concentrations (i.e., yields) for a given OH exposure increased by about factor of 5, the O/C ratio at which the maximum SOA yield occurred remained unchanged, as is shown in Figure 3.

As discussed in Section 3.3, it was possible to estimate the absolute SOA yields of \( n-C_{10} \), \( n-C_{15} \), and JP-10 as a function of OH exposure. Maximum SOA yields of 0.39 (\( n-C_{10} \)), 0.69 (\( n-C_{15} \)), and 1.1 (tricyclo[5.2.1.0\(^5\),8]decan) were measured at SOA concentrations of 231, 100, and 306 \( \mu g \) m\(^{-3}\), respectively. Our measurements suggest that the SOA yield increases with carbon number and cyclic structure.\textsuperscript{6,8} However, alkane SOA yields are lower at more typical atmospheric mass loadings. For example, the maximum SOA yield of \( n-C_{15} \) is 0.21 at an SOA concentration of 16 \( \mu g \) m\(^{-3}\).

To our knowledge, our measurements are the first reported yields for SOA produced from the oxidation of alkanes in the absence of NO\(_x\). SOA yields from the OH oxidation of more widely studied precursors such as \( \alpha \)-pinene and toluene range from approximately 0.06 to 0.46 and 0.18 to 0.66 in the absence of NO\(_x\), depending on precursor concentration.\textsuperscript{10,11,43} As alkane SOA yields fall in a similar range, more extensive characterization of alkane SOA yields under low-NO\(_x\) conditions is planned for future studies.

The trends in SOA yields from Figure 3 reflect a competition among condensation, functionalization, and fragmentation processes. Functionalization reactions at lower OH exposures produce low vapor pressure gas-phase species that readily condense to form SOA. Continued oxidation, however, also results in fragmentation reactions that cleave carbon−carbon bonds and form higher vapor pressure products that result in a lower SOA yield.\textsuperscript{44−46} To relate the trends in these different processes to chemical changes in the SOA, Figure 4 shows the SOA yields of carbon and oxygen (\( Y_C \), \( Y_O \)) produced from \( n-C_{15} \), \( n-C_{10} \), and JP-10. \( Y_C \) and \( Y_O \) were calculated using eqs 1 and 2, which are derived in the Supporting Information:

\[
Y_C = \frac{C_{SOA}}{C_{PRE}} \times \frac{12}{12 + 16 \times O/C + H/C} \tag{1}
\]

\[
Y_O = Y_C \times O/C \tag{2}
\]

where \( C_{SOA} \) and \( C_{PRE} \) are the mass concentrations of SOA and precursor. The maximum \( Y_C \) is associated with the maximum SOA yield from Figure 3. The maximum \( Y_O \) occurs after the maximum yield for SOA produced from \( n-C_{15} \) and JP-10. These results suggest that the maximum SOA yield is controlled at least in part by the transition from functionalization to fragmentation reactions. Functionalization reactions (addition of oxygen-containing functional groups) decrease product volatility, leading to efficient condensation and thus increases in \( Y_C \) and \( Y_O \). Fragmentation reactions (breaking of carbon−carbon bonds) increase product volatility and thus decreases in \( Y_C \) and \( Y_O \). In general, \( Y_C \) decreases more rapidly than \( Y_O \), which may reflect a gradual transition from functionalization to fragmentation.

The relationship between chemical composition and oxidation level is further examined in Figure 5, where fractions of AMS organic signal contained in the C\(_2\)H\(_4\)\(^+\), C\(_2\)H\(_5\)O\(^+\), and C\(_2\)H\(_4\)O\(^+\) ion groups are shown as a function of O/C ratio. Figure 5a shows that the C\(_2\)H\(_4\)\(^+\) fraction decreases monotonically. The C\(_2\)H\(_4\)O\(^+\) ion group with intermediate oxygen content (Figure 5b) shows an increase and then decrease, with a
maximum value at the O/C ratio associated with the maximum SOA yield. In the case of SOA produced from JP-10, the C₅H₁₀O₂⁻ fraction is initially constant before decreasing at the O/C ratio associated with the maximum SOA yield. The C₅H₁₀O₂⁻ ion group in Figure 5c is characteristic of highly oxidized species such as carboxylic acids; as is evident, its contribution increases monotonically with O/C ratio.

These mass spectral ion group observations are consistent with the reactive loss of hydrocarbon precursors and the formation of RCO and RCO₂ functional groups due to functionalization reactions. At low O/C ratio, Figure 5 indicates that alkane oxidation products nucleate/condense once the fraction of C₅H₁₀O₂⁻ ions exceeds 0.2, whereas the fraction of C₅H₁₀O₂⁺ ions is less than 0.05. To first order, C₅H₁₀O⁻ ions represent intermediate oxidation products that are converted to C₅H₁₀O₂⁺ ions via fragmentation reactions. However, C₅H₁₀O₂⁺ ions can in principle also be formed via functionalization reactions. AMS organic signals at m/z = 43 and m/z = 44 are also used as markers for lightly and heavily oxidized OOA. Linear correlation coefficients (r²) were 0.71 between m/z = 43 and C₅H₁₀O⁻, and 0.97 between m/z = 44 and C₅H₁₀O⁺. Thus, C₅H₁₀O⁻ and C₅H₁₀O₂⁻ behave similarly to m/z = 43 and m/z = 44. The correlation between C₅H₁₀O⁻ and m/z = 44 is higher because organic H₂O⁺, CO⁺, and CO₂⁺ ions usually contributed >90% of the C₅H₁₀O₂⁻ signal.

Figure 5 also shows the C₅H₁₀⁺, C₅H₁₀O⁺, and C₅H₁₀O₂⁻ fractions for oxalic acid, which represents the most highly oxidized compound that has been measured in organic aerosols. Figure 5 shows that the C₅H₁₀⁺, C₅H₁₀O⁺, and C₅H₁₀O₂⁻ fractions of alkane SOA extrapolate to those of oxalic acid. This suggests that oxalic acid may represent a condensed-phase oxidation end point for alkane SOA.

3.4. Van Krevelen Diagrams for Alkane SOA. Van Krevelen diagrams that show H/C ratio as a function of O/C ratio have been used to deduce oxidation reaction mechanisms for organic aerosols. A Van Krevelen diagram obtained from laboratory SOA produced from alkanes is shown in Figure 6. A Van Krevelen diagram comparing the H/C and O/C ratios of laboratory alkane SOA to ambient OA measured downwind of the Gulf oil spill13 and Mexico City40 is shown in Figure 7.

3.4.1. Interpreting Changes in Van Krevelen Slope. The Van Krevelen slope, Δ(H/C)/Δ(O/C), can provide additional information about functional group formation in the SOA due to oxidative aging. As discussed in Heald et al., a Van Krevelen slope of zero (ΔH/C = 0) is consistent with addition of alcohol or peroxide functional groups to a carbon backbone, assuming no fragmentation occurs. A slope of −2 (ΔH/C = −2 × ΔO/C) is attributed to the addition of aldehyde or ketone functional groups, and a slope of −1 (ΔH/C = −ΔO/C) is consistent with formation of carboxylic acid functional groups, or alcohol plus aldehyde/ketone groups on different carbon atoms.
However, two scenarios that are unique to cyclic precursors yield and $C_{0.3}$ correlates with the measured $O/C$ ratio of maximum $\approx x$ to oxygen. Similar changes in Van Krevelen slope have been noted for SOA produced from alkane precursors. Open symbols represent different precursors, and closed symbols representing SOA are shaded by the corresponding normalized SOA yield values (Figure 3). The initial Van Krevelen slope is linear up to $O/C \approx 0.3$, with a value of $-1.3 \pm 0.2$. Thereafter, the slope becomes less negative with a value of $-0.7 \pm 0.1$ up to $O/C \approx 1$. We also show the AMS-measured $H/C$ and $O/C$ ratios for oxalic acid, and the atomic $H/C$ and $O/C$ ratios for CO$_2$. The initial change in Van Krevelen slope from $-1.3$ to $-0.7$ at $O/C \approx 0.3$ correlates with the measured $O/C$ ratio of maximum yield and C$_2$H$_4$O$^+$ signal for SOA produced from $n$-alkanes and SL crude oil (Figure 3). These correlated changes are consistent with transitions from functionalization- to fragmentation-dominated reactions. In particular, a less negative Van Krevelen slope can arise from preferential loss of carbon relative to oxygen. Similar changes in Van Krevelen slope have been observed from the heterogeneous oxidation of squalane.

An examination of AMS spectra for alkane SOA shows that at low oxidation levels (e.g., Figure 1a), the SOA contains relatively high levels of C$_2$H$_4$O$^+$ ions that are characteristic of carbonyl species. At higher oxidation levels, C$_4$H$_8$O$_2^+$ ions dominate the spectrum (Figure 1b). This observation, together with the Van Krevelen slopes, suggest an alkane oxidation mechanism that results in production of carbonyl groups at low oxidation levels with minimal fragmentation, and carboxylic acid groups at high oxidation levels with significant fragmentation.

Changes in Van Krevelen slope were less pronounced for SOA produced from diesel fuel and JP-10, with JP-10 exhibiting the largest differences. Diesel fuel and JP-10 have lower $H/C$ ratios than the other studied precursors, and this appears to influence the oxidative aging mechanism at low oxidant exposures ($O/C$ ratios), specifically in terms of functional groups produced and extent of fragmentation. In addition, the onset of SOA formation from diesel fuel and JP-10 occurs at higher $O/C$ ratios than the other precursors, with corresponding higher relative abundance of C$_2$H$_4$O$^+$ and yields peaking at higher $O/C$ ratios. The $H/C$ and $O/C$ ratios of SOA produced from JP-10 are characterized by a separate line with a Van Krevelen slope of $-0.5$. There are several combinations of functional group additions that can produce a slope of $-0.5$. However, two scenarios that are unique to cyclic precursors such as JP-10 include production of two carboxylic acid groups, or two carbonyl plus two alcohol groups, following ring-opening oxidation by OH.

### 3.4.2. Implication for Ambient Measurements

Figure 7 shows the Van Krevelen slopes obtained from the laboratory SOA experiments together with ambient data. Ambient OOA components occupy the gray shaded region in Figure 7 and follow an average Van Krevelen slope of about $-0.5$, which is indicated by the dashed line. Circle and star symbols represent $H/C$ and $O/C$ ratios of OA produced downwind of the Gulf oil spill and Mexico City. Despite different trends between $O/C$ ratio and OH exposure for laboratory SOA and Mexico City OOA, Figure 7 shows that the elemental composition and Van Krevelen slopes are similar. Alkane SOA is additionally distinguished by a steeper Van Krevelen slope for $O/C < 0.3$ and a sharp transition from functionalization- to fragmentation-dominated reaction mechanisms. This feature, together with the measured correlations between $O/C$ ratio and OH exposure (Figure 5), may be useful for identifying ambient SOA that is produced from alkane precursors, especially IVOC alkanes such as those emitted during the Gulf oil spill. At higher OH exposures and oxidation levels (e.g., $O/C > 0.3$), AMS signatures of alkane SOA are less distinct, to the point that they can no longer be readily distinguished from other species. Measurement techniques facilitating detailed, molecular-level characterization of SOA may be required under these conditions and will be investigated in future work.
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